
Speaker • Former Undercover SVU Detective
Lie Detection Expert

"I sat in on a session by Steven David
Lampley on How to Catch a Liar.  Holy
crudstunk – that was useful.  Not only

is it something I can use as a true
crime author when I interview people

– it is something I can apply in my
day-job as well."

Blaine Lee Pardoe
New York Times Best Selling Author

"I had the distinct opportunity to
attend Steven David Lampley’s

presentation How to Catch a Liar at
CrimeCon 2018 in Nashville.

Because I was also doing
presentations about The Keepers, it

was difficult to attend many sessions,
but I made sure not to miss this one.”

Gemma Hoskins
Investigator

Netfix
The Keepers

“The thing I like about Steven, he has all this forensic knowledge and he can take
that information and relay it in a way everybody can understand.”

Nancy Grace
Grace & Abrams

A&E Network

Taking his 21 years of experience as a police offcer and undercover SVU detective, Steven presents the
actionable speaking program, How to Catch Liars.

Using these same skills, he negotiated with The Clairemont Killer (serial killer featured on America's Most
Wanted) and convinced the killer to voluntarily walk into the precinct where Steven placed him under arrest.

Some of the cases Steven was part of have been seen on Investigation Discovery, the Discovery Channel, TruTV,
and FOX as well as print media such as the New York Times, Los Angeles Times, San Diego Union Tribune,
Tuscaloosa Times, and Gadsden Times.  Steven is mentioned in numerous true crime books and publications
including Wikipedia.

"”How to Catch a Liar,” run by an ex-detective [Steven David Lampley], drew almost a thousand people in a
standing-room-only ballroom, significantly larger than the organizers had anticipated."   New York Times

Steven has an uncanny way of explaining the most exacting concepts in a manner people can understand.  Using
his extensive law enforcement experience and ability to relate to everyone, he discusses the verbal and physical
indicators of lying and the sophisticated analysis methods to decode and interpret these indicators.

"Unsurprisingly, this lecture attracted more than 850 people. It was given by Steven David Lampley, a former
police officer and undercover detective. The audience at this one were, notepads out, scribbling notes furiously,
quite literally on the edge of their seats." The Telegraph Newspaper, 111 Buckingham Palace Road , London,
England

Steven is a regular guest on Crime Stories with Nancy Grace; host of the acclaimed Crime & Forensics radio show
on NBC News Affliate KCAA in Los Angeles and on stations in Seattle, Flagstaff, Salt Lake City, Roswell, and on
iHeart, TuneIn, Spotify, Stitcher, and podcast venues; and  the author of seven true crime books, one of which
was an Amazon Best Seller.

William T. Gaut, PhD, Deputy Chief  (Ret), Homicide Division of the Birmingham (AL) Police Department, says of
Steven, “His skills place him in the “cream of the crop” category.”

CONTACT
www.StevenDavidLampley.com
steven@stevendavidlampley.com

http://www.StevenDavidLampley.com/
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